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the ultimate goal of this game is to rid the room of a creep. as is the
case with other happy wheels games, we will add new characters in

the future. but we will not add characters when the world is still being
completed. and if you have a character that you want to see in the

game, leave a comment below. don't forget to subscribe on youtube so
that you will be kept in the loop. the basic controls of the game happy
wheels include four arrow keys as space, shift, ctrl, and z keys. if you

are new to this game, it will be difficult to maintain a long journey
because you are not familiar with tapping these keys continuously.

however, after just a few plays, your hand will be more flexible and it is
difficult to stop you from stopping. happy wheels is a racing game

launched by foreign game company james bonacci. as a mobile version
of a phenomenon-level game of the same name, happy wheels

perfectly restores the various unique transportation tools and bloody
pictures in the original. in the game, players use various means of

transportation, with the help of the physics engine, to cross obstacles
and reach the bottom of the game safely. you can create a basic map

on the fly, or you can start at the map editor and you can click an
existing one (the users choose) and go online to play it; you can

modify the map editor with various functions, for example, you can add
floors, driveable objects, tools or even special effects. your map can
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include many levels to play on and you can zoom and pan the camera
in or out. once you are done you can save your map and share it with
the other players of the game. happy wheels allows you to share your
maps (up to 50mb per map) with other players or download and save

them locally as image files. also, you can share what you're working on
with your friends on facebook.
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the theme of this game is its cruel and bloodthirsty villains, the game's
main antagonist biker boy. what makes him so particularly evil is that
he has no remorse. in fact, all he wants is to kill his enemies as they
are the only ones who get in his way of doing so. what makes this

game a bit different from all the other games is that the enemies will
appear as hostile by default. therefore, the enemies' goal is to kill you
or take your items. however, if the game has enough lives, they will
not be able to do so in the end. he will probably start off by firing a
rocket, while the enemies may try to kill you by eliminating your

character, destroy your vehicle or just attack your character with all
their might, not stopping until you are either dead or they have given

up for the day. happy wheels is a racing game that will have you racing
on different terrains where you will have to get through the levels as

fast as possible. racing will take place on four tracks such as new york,
hawaii, china, and alaska. there will be various differences such as
snowy locations, deserts, rain-forest and other terrains. the racing
game has been developed with a retro-twist where the cart or the
vehicle will be of modern times. therefore, the game will be played

with various fashion items and the petrol tank will have been removed
or replaced with a skateboard so that people can skate and not feel
affected. in the game, the protagonist is an amateur car racer who

must compete against biker boy in order to beat him and keep his title
of best racer. for the first challenge, he is in a race against biker boy's
ferrari. the focus of the game will be all about the vehicles. the game's
level editor will allow people to create their own levels with the help of

the vehicles, characters and power-ups; people can also edit the
various power-ups and vehicles in their games. 5ec8ef588b
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